
DOCTORS

2. READING v NEWS2. READING v NEWS
Doximity DocNews saves me the time and energy that would otherwise be spent scouring the internet for the
breaking articles in radiation oncology. Now I can get the majority of that information in a single place — giving 
me more time to focus on patient care or learning how to become a better radiation oncologist.” 
— Trevor Royce, MD: Radiology, Boston, MA

“

CLEVER WAYS

DOCTORS
USE DOXIMITY

4. FAX4. FAX
At the airport, I used Doximity to fax an urgent order to a patient’s infusion center; they got the fax before I 
made it through security!”
— Danielle Hardwood, MD: Family Medicine, Chico, CA

“

5.  Secure Texting5. Secure Texting
Yesterday, I used the app to get the cell number of the radiologist that read the cat scan, discuss results, text with 
patient’s nephrologist and get clearance faxed from patient’s cardiologist. All in 10 minutes.”
— Andrew Tompkins, MD: Urology, West Warwick, RI

“

3.  Search, LEARN & 
   Earn CATegory 1 CME
3. Search, learn & 
    EArn category 1 cme

Recently, a case of ARCAPA (anomalous right coronary artery arising from pulmonary artery) presented to 
my office. I researched this rare condition right before seeing my patient using CME search, then offered her 
the best advice based on data. I’ve been using it more and more to find relevant articles in rare topics.”
— Jose Taveras, MD: Cardiology, New York, NY

“

1. Learn about your hospital1. Learn About your hospital
Our partnership with Doximity allows us to engage in an ongoing conversation with referring physicians 
in a way we haven't before. The right message at the right time may mean a patient gets the care they need 
when they need it most.”
— Dr. Richard Milani, MD: Cardiologist, New Orleans, LA

“



6. SEARCH & FIND CLINICAL TRIALS6. Search & Find CLinical Trials
I was searching for clinical trials for one of my patients with severe eczema refractory. In my search, I had been 
referred to a nearby expert. Instead of calling the department, or trying to search through the many webpages 
of the hospital, I found the physician on Doximity and simply sent her a message via Doximity on my iPhone and 
got my patient set up with the clinical trial manager within a matter of hours.”
— Kristin Sokol, MD: Allergy & Immunology, Brookline, MA

“

7. Search a Find DOctors7.  Search a Find Doctors
I had a very rare and interesting neuroradiology case during one of my weekend calls. Our neuroradiologist, 
who is in his 60's, told me he has an acquaintance in Boston who would likely know the diagnosis, however, 
did not have his contact information. He searched Google and a few other sites, yet we were not able to locate 
him. I mentioned Doximity, and we logged in and were able to locate him through that. Within a few days he 
had the case, and provided his input, which aided in patient care.”
— Pardeep Athwal, MD: Radiology, Chicago, IL

“

8. Medical Translator8. Medical Translator
Despite the gravity of a recent patient’s situation, I learned she failed to follow up with the subspecialist I 
referred her to. Eventually, my patient revealed the language barrier was her hurdle. She felt uncomfortable 
discussing her private issues in front of a translator. In under 5 minutes on Doximity app, I found a nearby 
specialist fluent in her language. She happily followed up with the new doctor.”
— Ani Abrahamyan, MD: Internal Medicine, Oakland, PA

“

9.Connect  R experts9. Connect R Experts
I was struggling with a complex patient with a very rare condition — sclerosing mesenteritis. I easily found an 
article on Doximity authored on that topic by an expert and was able to contact the author. He told me about a 
medicine that he was trying out on his patient and it just all worked out.”
— Aparajita Singh, MD: Gastroenterology, San Francisco, CA

“

10. MoonlightING gig10. MoonLighting gig
As a family medicine physician, I receive a lot of recruiting emails. Shortly after joining, I received a Doximity 
message about a locum tenens opportunity in my hometown. For the first time, a recruiting service provided a 
match that made sense for me. I'm not sure how I would’ve found this opportunity had it not been for Doximity.”
— Moshe Usadi, MD: Family Medicine, Charlotte, NC

“

11.  Own google S.E.o.11.  Own Google S.E.O.
Updating my Doximity account has improved the Google search for my name. Better, more relevant results 
since I updated my profile a couple years ago.”
— Sarah Bryczkowski, MD: Surgery, Newark, NJ

“

Doximity is the largest, fastest-growing professional network for physician and healthcare professionals in the US. 
See why over 70% of clinicians have joined at www.doximity.com


